Custom LUMENATE® Guidelines
Lumetta can make custom LUMENATE® to your
specifications. Whether you supply us with digital
artwork or utilize our art services we are happy to
accommodate your vision. Please browse our website
to view examples of custom LUMENATE®.
Pricing - All custom jobs are subject to quote. Please
contact your sales representative for more information.
Proofs - Design work is contingent on actual orders.
Once an order is placed we will provide proof(s) of
actual LUMENATE®.

Art Services
Color Matching
Supply us with a Pantone color or swatch and we can
match it. Unlit colors look different when lit. Our goal
is to match lit as closely as possible.

Supplied Digital Art

LUMENATE® diffusers from Weave, Fresh and Wood
groups are created from raster art and can be altered
in color to your request.

Vector - Scalable line art. Acceptable files are ai, eps
or pdf’s created in vector programs. Vector art work
created in Adobe Illustrator is ideal.

Specific Design Objective

Raster - Pixel photo imagery. Acceptable files psd,
tiff or jpg. Must be 150 pdi at actual size of the
template.
Calculate Templates
Dimensions of templates need to be close, not exact.
Lumetta will fine tune artwork to coordinate with
our manufacturing. The diffuser templates generally
have the same dimensions as its frame. The length
of a drum template is determined by multiplying
the diameter x π (3.14). Keep in mind that standard
metal frames are .5” in width. When brightly lit,
metal frames will cast a shadow line on overlapping
LUMENATE®. Cones and unusual shaped templates
will be supplied upon request.
Include Bleeds
Artwork must include at least a 1” bleed.
File Transfer
Small files can be sent to your agent through email.
Large files please transfer through Dropbox.

We can make the digital art for you. Provide us with a
swatch or specific goal and we can create artwork to
your liking.
Stock photos are an excellent resource. Companies
like Shutterstock.com and Fotolia.com offer thousands
of high resolution images, many of which can be
applied to LUMENATE®.
Conceptual Design
If you have a general concept and can provide us
with a description and or a rough sketch our art
department can create imagery to make your vision a
reality.
Customer Supplied Material
If you would like to incorporate actual fabric on a lamp
shade, send us a sample and we will carefully evaluate
your request and let you know if it is suitable for our
LUMENATE® manufacturing process.
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